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Voluntary Onsite Bus Safety Reviews 
The FTA’s guide to voluntary onsite bus safety reviews for prospective volunteer transit agencies. 

Overview 

The Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA’s) Bus Safety Program offers voluntary onsite bus 

safety reviews to transit agencies that operate bus service. The reviews are intended to help 

transit agencies identify opportunities to improve the safety of their bus operations, while 

helping the FTA better understand bus safety challenges and identify and share safety best 

practices with the transit industry. These reviews are entirely voluntary for participating transit 

agencies and are provided at no cost. Transit agencies may decide which, if any, of the resulting 

FTA recommendations to adopt and implement. 

These reviews are conducted by a team of bus 

transit industry experts with hands-on 

experience and knowledge of the challenges 

facing the industry. While the review is 

provided at no cost to transit agencies, 

participating organizations are expected to 

make personnel available to help prepare for 

the review, participate in the review, and 

provide feedback after the review. The FTA 

understands that an onsite review can be time-

consuming for a transit agency, so the review 

team will aim to be as efficient as possible in 

conducting interviews and field visits to ensure 

the best use of agency staff’s time. 

Most reviews are completed onsite in three 

days, while some may take two to four days based on agency size.  A review typically includes 

an examination of all safety-related elements of the agency’s bus operations and maintenance, 

including: 

 Bus Policies and Procedures  Fixed-Route and Paratransit Vehicles 

 Service Design and Delivery  Human Resource Management 

 Bus Vehicle Maintenance  Bus Safety Functions 

 Bus Facilities Maintenance 
 

 Bus Engineering and Quality Management 

Functions 

A review also typically includes a preliminary assessment of a transit agency’s readiness for 

Safety Management System (SMS) implementation. However, this SMS-focused assessment is 

not intended to fully prepare an agency to implement an SMS or meet FTA regulatory 

The biggest take away from the 

onsite review was that our agency 

was able to create a roadmap for 

how best to move forward with our 

safety program and develop a 

framework for where to concentrate 

our efforts. 
- A participating transit agency, FTA Region VII 
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requirements. The focus of a voluntary onsite review is on an agency’s safety management 

processes, activities and tools, not hazard identification; therefore, a review should not be used 

to substitute hazard identification efforts. 

Before, during, and after a review 

Prior to arriving onsite, the FTA works with the transit agency to plan the review and develop 

an interview schedule to limit, as much as possible, the demands placed on agency staff’s time.  

A voluntary onsite review usually begins with an entrance briefing for executive leadership and 

a three-hour SMS presentation. The review continues with interviews of key transit agency 

personnel, including executive leadership, managers, 

supervisors, dispatchers, control center employees, trainers, 

bus operators, mechanics, and other key staff. The FTA review 

team also conducts onsite field observations and reviews 

relevant safety and management documents and records, 

following all agency protocols for sensitive information. At the 

end of the review, the FTA review team conducts an exit 

briefing to summarize key findings and discuss further 

opportunities for technical assistance.  

After the review, the FTA develops and provides a report that contains the FTA review team’s 

observations and the results of the SMS preliminary assessment in the form of voluntary 

recommendations. The participating transit agency is not required to adopt or implement these 

recommendations. The FTA will also make technical assistance resources available to support 

some of its recommendations. Following delivery of the report, the FTA will ask the transit 

agency to provide feedback and lessons learned from undergoing the review and any efforts it 

takes to implement the recommendations. 

How to volunteer 

Transit agencies interested in participating are encouraged to submit their agency name, a point 

of contact and contact information, and a brief statement of interest by August 31, 2017. Please 

send this submission, as well as any questions, to Paulina Orchard at Paulina.Orchard@dot.gov. 

For more information about the FTA Bus Safety Program, please contact Paulina Orchard, Bus Safety 

Program Manager, at 202-366-6153 or Paulina.Orchard@dot.gov.  

 

It’s made us more 

safety-conscious. 
-  A participating transit agency, 

FTA Region VIII 


